Recently, the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED) with
I. INTRODUCTION
The formation of an ergodic layer can be an interesting means of destroying the good confinement properties of closed flux surfaces at special locations. Such a location of interest is the boundary of the plasma: The power-with the exception of the radiated fractionleaves the plasma conductively or convectively by passing through a relatively thin boundary layer. In order to spread the heat to a larger area, the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor 1-3~D ED! has been developed. The DED creates an ergodic boundary layer of the plasma and thus potentially allows for a wider power deposition pattern, an improved screening of impurities, and an enhanced particle removal by the pump limiter advanced limiter test-II~ALT-II!.
The expression "dynamic" refers to a rotating perturbation magnetic field imposed by the DED coils. For the rotation, different frequencies are foreseen: At a few hertz, the heating pattern of the divertor strike zone is smeared out over the large area of the divertor target plate; at frequencies up to 10 kHz, locked modes can be unlocked, or a differential rotation in the plasma edge can be imposed with hopefully favorable effects on confinement. It is estimated that the rotating DED current generates a torque at the plasma edge.
II. DED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of the DED program concern the following:
1. reduction of heat load by distributing the heat over large areas by multiple and rotating strike points 2. influencing of plasma transport, in particular impurities, by ergodization of the edge magnetic field and diverting the plasma flow to the target plates in the near field with the objective of impurity screening and optimized radiation cooling 3. active influence of plasma transport by externally induced rotational shear with the possibility of triggering transport barriers. This will be complemented by heating and current drive experiments, changing heating composition, momentum transfer, and current profile. 4. exploration of the applicability of external rotating magnetic fields for the suppression of magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instabilities. This includes stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes, error field amplification and rotation damping, and investigation of resistive wall modes. The aim is to extend the operational limits, also in conjunction with local heating and current drive @e.g., electron cyclotron resonance heating~ECRH!#.
5. validation of three-dimensional transport models for the description of complex edge plasmas with ergodic zones and island structures, also forming an interdisciplinary link to stellarator physics 6. The fundamental properties of stochastic plasmas might also help to understand transient phenomena, such as edge-localized modes 4~E LMs! and disruptions.
A major international community has been formed that is interested in one or several of these aspects and which has indicated its interest of participation. For the exchange of knowledge in the field, a new workshop~SEP Workshop: Stochasticity in Fusion Edge Plasmas! has been installed and will be held biannually.
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The DED, as shown in Fig. 1 , is a new conceptual approach that recently has been installed in TEXTOR Refs. 5 through 10!; however, it is based on previous theories and experiments on ergodization. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The main component of the DED is a set of magnetic perturbation coils whose purpose is to ergodize the magnetic field structure in the plasma edge region; these coils are located inside the vacuum vessel at the high field sidẽ HFS! of the torus. The set consists of 16 individual coils 4 quadruples! plus 2 compensation coils. The individual perturbation coils follow the direction of the equilibrium magnetic field of the plasma edge helically once around the torus. The maximum currents amount to 15 kA0coil.
The main perturbation modes~m ϭ 10 . . . 14, n ϭ 4! are centered at m0n ϭ 1204; this mode structure has been selected because it creates only small local perturbations magnetic islands! and avoids undesired disturbances in the plasma core. The DED has the unique feature that the perturbation field is not static as in most other devices but that it has the option of rotation. This is achieved by supplying the DED coils with a four-phase alternatingcurrent similar to what is done for an induction motor. To our knowledge only the tokamaks CSTN and HYPTOC Refs. 18 through 21! at Nagoya University have similar features and-at low perturbation current levels-also the TEXT~Ref. 22! tokamak. The DED can be operated direct-current around 50 Hz or at 7 frequencies in the band from 1 to 10 kHz~Refs. 23 through 30!.
IV. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

IV.A. Magnetic Perturbations and Formation of Ergodic Layer
The perturbation coils create nonaxisymmetric magnetic field perturbations at the plasma boundary. These magnetic perturbations are resonant to the several rational magnetic flux surfaces c mn determined by q~c mn ! ϭ m0n, where q~c! is the safety factor, c is a toroidal flux labeling magnetic surface, and m and n are poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively. The behavior of magnetic surfaces under resonant magnetic perturbations can be conveniently described by field line equations in the Hamiltonian form:
where c p ϭ c p~c , q, w! is the poloidal flux:
The first term on the right side of Eq.~2! describes unperturbed field lines q ϭ w0q~c! lying on magnetic surfaces c ϭ const. The second term describes the resonant magnetic perturbations with the Fourier coefficients h m~c ! corresponding to the~m, n!-resonant modes, the parameter « Ϸ dB r 0B t stands for the dimensionless magnitude of perturbation, and V is the frequency of the rotating magnetic field. The magnetic perturbation is localized on the HFS~q ϭ p! of torus with a poloidal extension of about Du ' 70 deg~80 deg with compensation coils!. In the standard operational regime the toroidal mode number n ϭ 4.
The determination of Fourier harmonics h m~c ! via magnetic field perturbations and its properties are investigated in Ref. 31 . The typical spectrum of h m~c ! is shown in Fig. 2 . It is localized near the central mode m c ϭ m 0 j with the width Dm Ϸ pj0Du, where m 0 ' 20 and j~,1! is the tangent of field lines on the HFS. The perturbation harmonics h m~c ! strongly decay inward along the radial coordinate r ; c 102 , h m~c ! ; r m0j . The formation of the ergodic zone of field lines in the presence of magnetic perturbation is a typical example of chaotic motion in Hamiltonian systems. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Each resonant magnetic perturbation, h m cos~mq Ϫ nw ϩ Vt !, breaks the rational magnetic surface c mn , q~c mn ! ϭ m0n forming a chain of magnetic islands with the widths Dc mn ; « 102 . At a certain level of magnetic perturbation « the magnetic islands start to overlap and create a zone of chaotic field lines. Typically the ergodic zone is formed by overlapping several magnetic islands m:n with poloidal modes m ϭ 10, . . . ,14. The contribution of modes m , 9 at the corresponding interior resonant surfaces is small because of the strong radial decay of magnetic perturbations h m~c !. Qualitatively the degree of ergodization is characterized by the Chirikov parameter, s ϭ~Dc mϩ1, n ϩ Dc mn !02~c mϩ1, n Ϫ c mn !, i.e., by the degree of overlapping neighboring magnetic islands. In the ergodic zone the value of s is s . 1. The quantitative study of the ergodic zone of field lines is based on the field line tracing. We have developed an efficient mapping method to integrate Hamiltonian Eqs.~1!~Refs. 37 and 38! and applied it to study the chaotic magnetic field lines at the plasma edge in the presence of DED perturbations 39-46~s ee also a review 47 as well as a mapping method for particles 48 !. In Sec. IV.B we describe the main features of the structure of the ergodic zone obtained in these works.
IV.B. The Structure of Ergodic and Laminar Zones
The stochastization of field lines creates the region of open field lines at the plasma edge connecting to wall to wall. The region may be roughly divided into two zones: the ergodic and the laminar zones. The zone of field lines with large connection lengths~roughly more than six poloidal turns! can be defined as an "ergodic" zone, while the zone of field lines with a few poloidal turns defines the "laminar" zone. In addition, in particular for weakly ergodized systems, one finds magnetic islands with "intact" flux surfaces. The variation of these zones by changing the plasma parameters, for example, the plasma current or the toroidal magnetic field, allows one to study the different regimes of the plasma edge extended from the ergodic-dominated edge to those similar to normal divertor structures. There are relations to the island divertors of large helical devices such as W7-X or LHD, which in some operating regimes show weak ergodic zones as well.
The structure of the ergodic zone depends on the equilibrium plasma parameters b pol , the plasma current I p , and toroidal magnetic field B t . The level of ergodization can be controlled by varying these parameters. Particularly, the rational magnetic surfaces c mn can be shifted radially in the edge region by varying the plasma current or the toroidal magnetic field.
With increasing plasma current the resonant surfaces c mn~m ϭ10, . . . ,14; n ϭ 4! are moved toward the outside, closer to the DED coils. Highest ergodization levels with the Chirikov parameters s up to 6 are expected for the plasma currents around 600 kA. With increasing plasma current the fraction of field lines, which have smaller wallto-wall connection lengths, grows. This region is called a laminar zone. 12, 13, 40, [49] [50] [51] With the increase of plasma current the laminar zone grows while the ergodic zone becomes smaller. Because of its short connection lengths, the laminar zone is related to the scrape-off layer properties.
The properties of the laminar zone are best represented in a poloidal section at the plasma edge by contour plots of regions corresponding to different connection lengths of field lines. Such a contour plot, called a laminar plot, is shown in Fig. 3 ; the connection lengths of field lines are classified by the number of poloidal turns. The areas with a connection length of one poloidal turn are plotted in dark blue, that of two in light blue, and the areas with three or more poloidal turns successively in green, yellow, and red.
One of the important characteristics of open magnetic field lines is a pattern of field line striking points with divertor plates. This pattern, called magnetic footprints, mainly determines a heat and particle deposition to the wall. It consists of four pairs of helical stripes covering a finite poloidal extension on the HFS and continuously winding along the toroidal direction. The distance between the stripes in each pair grows with increasing plasma current. The study of a structure of each stripe similar to the laminar plot shows that it mostly consists of an area of field lines with one poloidal turn. Areas corresponding to field lines with two or more poloidal turns are successively smaller~see Refs. 28 and 40 for details!. For this reason the areas with short connection lengths are most responsible for the final step of the transport of energy and particles to the wall. In this sense the laminar zone is similar to the scrape-off layer of a divertor tokamak.
IV.C. Application of the EMC3-EIRENE Modeling to the DED Configuration
In order to obtain quantitative predictions of the plasma in the boundary zone, several modeling efforts [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] have been started. In a three-dimensional modeling, the inner radial boundary is at the flux surface just inside the m ϭ 11 islands. There, the flux boundary condition was imposed while the outer radial boundary is a few centimeters outside the divertor edge. Here, the decay lengths are specified as the boundary conditions. At the divertor surface, the Bohm condition was imposed, accelerating the plasma up to the sound speed, and the recycling flux proportional to the particle deposition pattern was taken into account by the EIRENE neutral particle Monte Carlo code. Figure 4 shows the resulting T e profiles. It is found that the pattern of the high density and T e clearly matches the long connection flux tubes region, indicating that the flux tubes provide the loss channel of the plasma. The Mach number profile, on the other hand, was found to take the maximal at the short connection length flux tubes, where the acceleration of the plasma toward the divertor becomes highest. A rather high density is found in front of the divertor because of the recycling, as well as the strong poloidal modulation for both profiles. The ionization profile was found to have a strong correlation with the particle deposition pattern, affecting the density profile.
The energy deposition pattern onto the divertor is shown in Fig. 5 . We obtained almost the same pattern for the particle deposition. The energy is mostly deposited poloidally in between the DED coil structure onto the divertor target plates, where the radial component of the perturbation field becomes strong. The one-turn flux tubes bring 80% of the energy flux to the divertor, although the hot plasma comes along the long flux tubes~.180 m!.
The roles of the flux tubes with the different connection lengths may change depending on the magnetic field structure. The main parameters to control the structure are b pol and the perturbation current. The value of b pol enters into the degree of ergodization because at higher pressure the differential Shafranov shift increases the separation of the flux surfaces at the HFS and tends to shift inner flux tubes away from the DED coils, thereby weakening the DED field~the radial decay length of the DED field amounts to a few centimeters only for the m0n ϭ 1204 base mode!. In addition, b pol modifies the pitch of the magnetic field lines, which results in a modification of the spectrum, which is taken with respect to the field lines. The high b pol widens the ergodic zone and leads more of the longer flux tubes to the divertor plate than the case with the low b pol . The higher perturbation current would have the same effect as the high poloidal beta. At the moment it is observed, that with the b pol ϭ 1, most of the energy and particle flux are given to the short connection length flux tubes just before the deposition onto the divertor, while with the b pol ϭ 0 long connection length flux tubes still contribute substantially to the deposition process. The resulting effects on the transport properties will be studied in detail later.
IV.D. Dynamic Aspects
The high-frequency aspect of the DED field has been analyzed in cylindrical approximation. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] It has been shown that the "low-frequency"~relative to V i ! electromagnetic wave of the DED effectively propagates in the area between the coils and the resonance layer as the compressional Alfvén wave~fast wave!. 64 At the resonance layer of the plasma different approximations have been made 45 : The interaction layer is described by an annulus of finite resistivity, which is a function of the local electron temperature~skin effect!. A theoretical uncertainty is the question of the radial width of this layer~2w!. One reasonable choice~a! is the width of the ergodic zone derived from the Poincaré plots, which gives a typical value of 2w ϭ 2.5 cm; under a second assumption~b! the characteristic shielding width has been taken as the width of the statically calculated islands undiminished by overlapping~typically 0.5 cm!. This width is compatible with experiments made on TEXT Ref. 22 ! for a situation of not fully ergodized edge field. Under a third assumption~c! a linear MHD theory has been applied, which results in a shielding thickness of less than a millimeter.
It has also been shown that the interaction of the external rotating field with the current driven in the shielding layer results in the transfer of angular momentum between DED coil and plasma. The maximum poloidal torque applied to the plasma amounts to about 100 Nm; this maximum occurs at a frequency that seems to depend mainly on the width of the current layer. In detail it depends on the assumed plasma temperature, on the applied frequency, and on the assumed island or ergodization width. Examples~a!,~b!, and~c! of the torque calculated for different conditions of the shielding current width are shown in Fig. 6 . Even if a poloidal rotation of the plasma would be limited by neoclassical effects, the toroidal projection of the applied force is still somewhat larger than that imposed by tangential neutral beam injection~NBI! in TEXTOR. This beam injection generates a toroidal rotation of more than 10 7 cm0s. A combined operation of the high-frequency DED with NBI will allow imposing interesting differential rotations between the plasma edge~action of the DED! and the corẽ by NBI!.
V. FIRST MEASUREMENTS
Previous calculations suggest that the strongest action of the DED can be expected for~a! maximum DED currents,~b! for a plasma shifted to the HFS,~c! for plasma with a low value of the safety factor q~a!,~d! for a low value of B t , and~e! for plasma with low b pol . For machine safety reasons, the initial values of the DED current are limited to 50% of the nominal amplitude. In this series of discharges, the plasma was shifted by 3 to 4 cm toward the DED, i.e., toward the HFS~Ref. 65!. Typical pictures of the particle~H a ! and power deposition pattern with active DED are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7a is a toroidal view with a charge-coupled devicẽ CCD! camera in the visible spectral range. Figure 7b is a view on the divertor target plates~again a CCD camera!, and Fig. 7c was taken by an infrared camera. The superposition of the equilibrium field of the plasma and the externally applied near field of the DED generates a characteristic stripe pattern in front of the DED coils. At a low ergodization level, one expects four rather broad stripes as shown in Fig. 7b , middle. These data are in agreement with the three-dimensional plasma transport modeling of the DED~Ref. 66!. As one can easily see, the measured width of the stripes and their shape agree very well with the results from the modeling. Local ion fluxes and electron temperatures are measured by a set of 18 Langmuir probes mounted in the tiles of the divertor target plate. For the measurement of these quantities, the DED pattern was slowly shifted; this was reached by programming the subsequent powering of the neighboring DED coils. This results in a rotation of the DED field of very low frequency~e.g., 2 Hz! as it may be desired for a quasi-static analysis of localized data. The static operation has shown that-as expectedthe heat flux is deposited along stripes in front of the DED coils. The dynamic operation of the DED has been foreseen to smear out the inhomogeneous heat flux to a large surface. A rough inspection by thermography confirms that this assumption is correct. The temperature development of a point of the divertor target surface has been recorded, and a Fourier analysis of this temperature yields the spectrum shown in Fig. 8 . The curve represents the spectrum for the case of NBI and DED operated at about 2 kHz. As expected, it shows a pronounced peak at the DED frequency. Without dynamic DED operation, the curve is lower at frequencies below 1 kHz. This shows that-as expected-the heat smeared out by the rotating DED field.
After the first operation with the reduced current, each of the four neighboring DED coils was switched in parallel providing the m0n ϭ 301 scenario, which is characterized by the deep penetration of the perturbation field into the plasma. In this scenario the maximum current per coil is limited by the power supply to 3.75 kA such that forces acting on the coils are no further limitation. Nevertheless, the total current per mode amounts to 30 kA because in the direct-current case eight neighboring coils carry the same current. This scenario provided many new features depending on the applied DED current and on the applied frequency. In particular, we distinguish two major cases 67 :~a! the ergodization-dominated one and~b! the case with tearing mode excitation.
The ergodization-dominated scenario occurs at low DED current or for the corotating DED field up to the highest amplitudes. The 201 tearing mode-and at higher Fig. 6 . Function of the transfer of torque from the external DED coils to the plasma at the resonant surface. Curves~a! and~b! represent the case of a skin-type shielding current with a width of the shielding layer of 2.5 and 0.5 cm, respectively; for curve~c! an Alfvén resonance is assumed. The torque transfer for three assumptions of the shielding current thickness in cylindrical approximation 57 is shown. Fig. 8 . Spectrum of the heat deposition for an NBI-heated plasma with additionally 2 kHz DED rotation. DED current the 301-is excited for the direct-current operation of the DED and for the counterrotating alternating-current case, provided that a rather reproducible current is exceeded. We define the corotating direction as the one in which the projection in the toroidal direction of the helical movement of the DED field is in the direction of the plasma current; the poloidal projection is in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. The counterrotation has just the opposite sense of rotation and opposite direction of the ponderomotive force, which we have treated above. A remarkable result of the ergodization is the spinning up of the toroidal rotation, which is measured by charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy over twothirds of the minor radius, as one can see in Fig. 9 . For the accessible conditions, the angular frequency of the plasma increases with about the third power of the applied DED current. The gain in rotation occurs over the whole measurable part of the plasma profile. Our present assumption is that the rotation results from a modification of the electric field at the plasma edge, which may be caused by the loss of electrons along the open magnetic field lines at the plasma edge in combination with the ambipolarity constraint.Amodification of the electric potential by 200 V over a distance of 5 cm would explain both the direction of the induced rotation and its magnitude. It is interesting to note that the plasma acceleration is always in the same direction and independent of the DED rotation; actually, the rotation is in codirection even though at the interesting amplitudes the DED is counterrotating. Even though preliminary heat pulse propagation experiments indicate a reduction of the energy loss channel during the phase of high plasma rotation, an improvement of the energy confinement time has not yet been found.
The excitation of the m0n ϭ 201 tearing mode occurs rather reproducibly for a perturbation field amplitude of 5 to 10 gauss at the resonant surface, which corresponds to a modest DED current of 0.6 to 1.2 kA0coil; in detail it depends on the heating scenario such as co-or counter-NBI and ion cyclotron resonance heating. A preexisting tearing mode is locked at a much lower field. The tearing mode is locked with the DED field~i.e., static or rotating! and persists to the end of the discharge even if the DED is switched off.
The presence of the mode allows for a stable plasma operation only at values of q~a! . 4.5, i.e., at a reduced plasma current. The presence of the mode has a strong influence on the plasma: It reduces-as expected-the TEXTOR DYNAMIC ERGODIC DIVERTOR particle and energy confinement by 10 to 20%. The mode has a beneficial effect on the impurity purification of the plasma because the impurities are lost faster than the deuterium. The tearing mode also modifies strongly the toroidal plasma velocity, as one may see in Fig. 10 . The dotted lines show the angular frequency profile before the onset of the mode and the full lines after the mode onset. One finds that at low DED current, i.e., before the onset of the mode, the plasma velocity spins up over the whole profile such as described as ergodization effect. When the mode sets in, the profile between the q ϭ1 surface and the q ϭ 2 surface practically flattens. The stopping of the central rotation is so fast that it cannot be resolved.
VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
With the DED, the TEXTOR group has installed a unique and very versatile experiment for influencing both the plasma edge and the core. For influencing the plasma edge only, it is foreseen to operate the DED predominantly in the fine m0n ϭ 1204 mode while for a deeper penetration of the field a coarser mode is preferred, such as the m0n ϭ 602 or 301. Programmatic points of the fine mode are the understanding of edge ergodization and the investigation of a helical divertor. With the coarser mode, islands can be excited in a programmable way deep inside the plasma. These islands may act as seed islands and induce specific plasma reactions. A special point of interest is the interaction with these islands, e.g., by local heating with ECRH; they simulate the otherwise naturally excited tearing modes that limit the plasma performance. In case of a rotating DED field, the islands areaccording to theory-the key part where the force transfer between the external field and the plasma takes place. Therefore, they are of specific interest for questions of plasma acceleration or deceleration~locked modes or wall resistive modes!, which play a key role for the plasma termination or the plasma confinement.
Beyond the closer topic, the work on the DED triggers the investigation of the more fundamental aspects of ergodization, which otherwise are not in the focus of interest of the fusion community. These basic aspects led to a collaboration with universities in the framework of a project in the "Sonderforschungsbereich 591." In addition, the considerations of ergodization led to new ideas of tackling disruptions and ELMs~Ref. 68!; in particular the heat flux pattern during these events indicates the important role of ergodization for these events. [69] [70] [71] A specific point of interest is the question of which role ergodization schemes can play in future devices. 72 The focus here is on the mitigation of the effects of Type I ELMs, which are foreseen as the standard scenario for ITER. The first measurements stem from work at JFT-2M Ref. 73! and were recently followed by work on DIII-D. On the Japanese device, the ELMs could be decreased partially on cost of the confinement quality while in DIII-D suppression of ELMs was observed without loss of confinement. 74, 75 These mitigation schemes require a static ergodization field only, which may still be implemented in ITER. If~slowly! rotating is tolerable, the ergodization can also be used to distribute the heat over an enhanced area. 76 Fig . 10 . Profile of the plasma rotation angular frequency before~dotted lines! and after~full lines! the onset of an m0n ϭ 201 tearing mode. 
